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Pavement Management : A Manual for Commute 1 ties may be amended to reflect the

growing experience of MAPC members. Your will receive any amendments if you fill

out the form below and return it to the Metropolitan Area Planning Council,

110 Tremont Street, Boston, MA 02108. (Attn: Carol Blair).

Name Title

Community

Address

Telephone Number

Comments on the Manual

:

Please feel free to call MAPC if you would like assistance in using the

manual or if you are ready to talk about your experience in developing a

pavement maintenance program.
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Chapter I

Introduction





Pavement management is the process of overseeing the maintenance and

repair of a network of roadways. In effect, every highway superintendent

does pavement management.

The goal of this manual is to develop that process to the point where the

costs of deferring maintenance expenditures are explicit. The result will

be twofold. First, the local finance committee (and other decision-maktng

bodies) will benefit from knowing the trade-offs involved and will either

appropriate adequate funds or share the responsibility of a shortfall.

And second, the superintendent will have objective information on road

conditions at hand, without riding over the entire roadway system, so that

decisions on maintenance priorities can be based on fact and also be cost

effective.

Getting started, however, is not easy. Some methods require extensive

data. Others require the use of a computer. There are many :hoices of

methods, and it is difficult to know where to start. This manual aims to

help in that choice, offering a simple set of procedures and a summary of

optional refinements.

Please read Chapter II: What Pavement Management Can Do For You . Then

consider working through the method described in Chapter III, or hiring a

consultant, or buying one of the pavement management software systems.

Whichever you choose, you win! Your investment in pavement management

will pay off immediately.



One more comment: MAPC intends to follow-up on this manual by assisting '

communities and by following progress at the regional level, especially

with respect to funding infrastructure needs. Please contact MAPC if you

need help or if you are willing to report on your progress.

Pavement management has many applications and each deserves a different

response. For the community with a significant backlog of maintenance

work, many roadways in poor condition, and little or no experience in

pavement management, the need is for simple methods which will summarize

maintenance needs and document priorities. For the community which has an

effective program of pavement maintenance, pavement management will lead

to more cost-effective decisions at the project level. This situation

requires more detailed data and more sophisticated methods. It is likely

that, for each community, the pavement management process will evolve from

that first effort to harness a runaway problem of escalating costs and

deteriorating roads, to a more sophisticated position of optimizing

maintenance costs and road conditions.

This manual has been developed for those communities which are just

beginning to think about systematic pavement management. Chapter III

offers a no-frills technique for developing a pavement maintenance program

in a short time with the resources and expertise generally available to

the community. Chapter IV offers guidance for a more ambit"^ous management

system, increasing the precision and cost-effectiveness of the maintenance
^

program. The appendices provide listings of computer software and

consultants as well as supportive documents for alternative techniques.
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Note that this is not a comprehensive maintenance reference and does not

provide instruction on pavement design, quality control, productivity,

etc. The focus of this manual is maximizing the cost-effectiveness of

pavement maintenance programs.





Chapter II

What Can A Pavement Management Program Do For You?





Pavement management offers the potential for improved road conditions and

reduced pavement maintenance costs, simultaneously ! Many communities,

with a backlog of maintenance and constrained funds, will find this idea

too good to be true; but the concept is tested and proven. The key is in

maintaining streets and roads in good condition (at a relatively low cost)

rather than allowing pavements to deteriorate to the point where extensive

rehabilitation or reconstruction becomes necessary.

The most difficult part of pavement management is getting started. Once

the methods are familiar and the data base is established, a three- or

five-year program is easily established or updated. And after the

benefits of pavement management have been demonstrated, it is possible to

refine the process for more cost-effective decisions. The Hole Story , the

booklet in the front pocket of this notebook, may be one of the most

helpful tools you will find for getting started.

The Hole Story
,
published by the American Public Works Association (APWA)

,

presents the case for timely maintenance. This is something you should

share with your finance committee, or even town meeting. It is written so

a layman can understand the costs of deferred maintenance and the

importance of preventive treatments. The information here can be included

in your presentation of the maintenance program, or you can order extra

copies from the APWA (see tear out within booklet).
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The Hole Story clearly demonstrates that the time and resources spent in

pavement maintenance programming will be well worthwhile. Read The Hole

Story , and then proceed to Chapter III which offers a simple procedure for

developing a town-wide program of pavement management.

7



Chapter III

Pavement Management Made Simple





The objective of this chapter is to offer a no-frills method for

developing a pavement maintenance program. This method may be used by

superintendents who cannot devote a lot of time to planning, but who

recognize that maintenance needs must now be documented in order to

procure adequate funds. More sophisticated methods are offered in Chapter

IV (Refinements) and the Appendix for those who are able to address

pavement management with more precision, using pavement management to

improve the cost-effectiveness of the maintenance program.

The five steps presented here are flexible and may be tailored to

individual needs; the superintendent should modify the techniques as

necessary or convenient. This method may be easily computerized, using

commonly available spreadsheet software.

Figure III-l shows the five steps suggested in this chapter. Step 1

produces a street inventory which defines the street network by segments.

Step 2 is a survey of pavement conditions and documents the required

maintenance for each street segment. Step 3 ranks projects in order to

assure that the most severe and the most cost-effective projects are

considered first. Scheduling and funding the work to be dond is Step 4:

Programming. Step 5 is the implementation of the program and represents

the feedback between maintenance needs and fiscal resources. This step

also relates the program to the realized outcome (work completed).

Keeping good records is an essential part of this process.

9



Figure III-l

PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT IN FIVE STEPS

STREET INVENTORY

PAVEMENT CONDITION SURVEY

PROJECT RANKING

PROGRAMMING

IMPLEMENTATION & RECORD-KEEPING
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STEP 1: STREET NETWORK INVENTORY

The inventory is a listing of street names with their corresponding length

and width. (A sample data form is shown in Figure III-2.) Surface type

( i.e. paved or unpaved) should be included in the initial survey. In

addition, a system for dividing the road network into manageable segments

must be devised. A simple approach is to designate sections which

correspond to intersections or to changes in pavement condition. Sections

can be identified by house number, street name or any other device,

provided the landmark is permanent. A more comprehesive survey form is

presented in Chapter IV.

Much of this information is available from The Massachusetts Department of

Public Works. The MDPW Road Inventory File includes all public roads in

each community; a sample is shown in Figure III-3. The State Transpor-

tation Library at 10 Park Plaza in Boston keeps a copy of the MDPW Road

Inventory File. If the MDPW file is used, then the MDPW district engineer

should be notified of any changes to the inventory; this will result in

more accurate mapping of and funding for the community.

11
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Table III-3

MASS. DPW ROAD INVENTORY PROGRAM

ELEMENTS

1. Administrative System

2. Federal Aid System Classification

3. Federal Aid Route Number

4. Federal Aid Rural-Urban

5. Highway Functional Classification

6. Auto Route Numbers

7. Left, Right or No Shoulder: width,

stabi 1 ity

8. Curbs

9. Surface Type

10. Surface Width in Feet

11. Appraisal Section

12. Section Length

13. Average Daily Traffic

14. Year of Average Daily Traffic

15. Daily Vehicle Miles Traveled on Section

EXAMPLE

Town

Urban Systems

Route 6

Urban Population over

5,000

Rural minor arterials and

urban extensions

State Auto Route 165

Left Shoulder 2 feet

unstable

Left side only

Bituminous Pavement

20 feet

Access Control, Terrain

Structural Condition,

Bus Route

3 miles

500

1984

1500

Source: "Massachusetts Department of Public Works, Bureau of

Transportation Planning and Development, Statewide Highway
Transportation Section, Road Inventory Program: Road Inventory
Decoding Manual", Massachusetts Department of Public Works,
1985.
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STEP 2: PAVEMENT CONDITION SURVEY

The pavement condition survey should collect the information needed to

identify

:

0 "streets which need no immediate maintenance and therefore, no
immediate expenditures.

0 streets which require minor or routine maintenance and immediate
expend! tures

.

0 streets which require preventive maintenance activities such as

asphalt overlay, seal, etc.

0 streets which need major rehabilitation or reconstruction. These
roads have deteriorated to the point that maintenance is no longer
cost-effective and more major work is required to raise the condition
to an acceptable level."*

The sample condition survey form of Figure II 1-4 is a simple tool for

gathering the survey data. This form assumes the numbering of sections

noted on the previous street inventory form (Figure III-2). The pavement

condition is identified as one of six levels described on the form, so

that the inspector can refer to the definitions if, for example, there is

some doubt as to whether the pavement is in fair or poor condition.

Drainage is rated from 1 to 3 in the same fashion, using qualitatively

defined conditions.

Federal Highway Administration, Road Surface Management for Local

Governments: Course Workbook (May, 1985) p. 8-1.
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Figure III-4

SAMPLE PAVEMENT CONDITION SURVEY FORM

Street Name & Section Number:

Inspector's Name:

Pavement Condition: (circle one)

Date:

A. Excellent

B. Good

C . Fa i r

D. Poor

E. Very Poor

F . Fa i 1 u re

Drainage Conditions :

1

.

Little distress. New or nearly
new pavement.

Significant distress. Treatable
with sealing and patching.

Moderate distress. Deteriorating
rapidly.

Extensive distress. Thin overlay
may be ineffective.

Near failure.

Dangerous. Requires constant
repair.

Good: Ditches, culverts, inlets clean. Road shoulders slope down

away from roadway in most places.

2. Fair: Ditches, culverts, inlets fairly clean. Road shoulders slope

down away from roadway in most places.

3. Poor: Ditches not clean, culverts and inlets clogged. Road

shoulders are often higher than the roadway.

Recommended Action (circle one)

RECONSTRUCTION OVERLAY
ROUTINE

MAINTENANCE

Year when this work should take place;

Comments:

15



The inspector should take advantage of the space provided for comments to

record any observations which might affect the work to be recommended. For

instance, if the pavement is at condition C and appears to have

deteriorated faster than would be expected due to a drainage problem, then

this should be noted. In this case a plan for treating the drainage

problem would be an essential part of maintaining the roadway.

The recommended action is an essential part of the condition survey and

may be inferred from the graph shown on the survey form. If the inspector

has considerable experience in pavement maintenance, the recommendation

may reflect relevant factors not specified in this form, such as obvious

safety hazards or a poor road base. These other factors should be noted

as comments.

The year specified for the proposed maintenance or improvements is

important. The inspector should estimate the best time to perform the work

and, if possible, include a comment about the alternatives. For instance,

the recommendation might be to resurface (overlay) in year 2, with the

comment that if the overlay is not in place within 3 years, reconstruction

of the pavement and base will be required.

16



STEP 3: PROJECT RANKING

When the pavement survey is complete and maintenance needs have been

determined, the next step is to rank the recommended maintenance actions

for specific street segments.

The philosophy of project ranking reflects both the worst-first and

best-first concepts. Clearly the pavements in the poorest condition have

high priority; these sections cause unnecessary wear and tear to vehicles,

are expensive to maintain, and may be hazardous. Yet, the best roads,

those which are well built and in good condition, represent an investment

which should be protected against normal deterioration.

To satisfy this need to set dual priorities, the worst-first criterion is

applied within each type of maintenance: rehabilitation and

reconstruction. (No priorities are set for routine maintenance,

presumably accomplished within adequate force accounts). Then, the

best-first criterion is used in the programming stage (STEP 4), to assure

that routine and preventive maintenance is not short-changed in favor of

the more conspicuous reconstruction projects. A separate list of

prioritized projects will be developed for each type of maintenance. The

trade-offs between these two categories will be a matter of policy, set in

programming (STEP 4). Again, routine maintenance will not be prioritized

and should be funded as a group before any other projects.

17



Where pavement condition is the criterion for ranking projects, it is not

necessary to use the scoring formula below. (Go to Step 5!) If a

weighting of projects according to traffic leads is desired, a priority

score will be estimated from survey information on pavement condition,

traffic volume, and truck traffic. The formula for the priority score, P,

is given as:

P = PC X (TV + TT)

where PC = pavement condition
TV = traffic volume
TT = truck traffic

Notice that this formulation requires that descriptive information from

the survey be translated into numeric values, as shown in Figure III-5.

An example of the priority listing is shown for rehabilitation projects in

Figure III-6.

^he resulting three lists of projects - for routine maintenance,

rehabilitation, and reconstruction - form the basis for the rational

programming of funds in STEP 4.

18



Figure 1 1 1-5

Numeric Codes for Survey Information

Survey Numeric
Descri ption Value

Pavement Condition A Excellent 1

B Good 2

C Fa i r 3

D Poor 4

E Very Poor 5

F Failure 6

Traffic Volume Low 1

Medium 2

High 3

Truck Traffic Low 1

Medium 2

High 3

19



Figure III-6

A Ran ke d List of Rehabilitation Projects

Pavement

Year Street Condition

1 Main 4

1 Maple 4

1 Washington 3

2 School 4

2 Cross 3

2 Hill 3

3 Woodridge 2

3 Holly- 2

Traffic Truck Priority

Volume Traffic Score (P)

3 2 20

2 2 16

2 3 15

2 1 12

1 2 9

1 1 6

2 1 6

1 1 4

20



< ^ STEP 4: PROGRAMMING

Having listed all maintenance needs and their relative priorities within

each type of maintenance project, the time has come to bite the bullet -

to decide where to spend the limited funds available and whether

additional funds should be appropriated.

First, the cost of each project must be estimated. In this planning

stage, approximate unit costs will be sufficient. Figure III-7 lists unit

costs developed for a pavement management program for Burlington. Other

examples are provided in the appendix.

Each community should make a short list of unit costs for treatments used

recently in that community. This will avoid confusion concerning the

procedure being estimated, changing costs over time, and local price

differences. It may be convenient to specify average unit costs per mile

for specific procedures, such as crack sealing, 1 1/2" overlay,

reconstruction to 12", etc. These costs are then easily applied to the

road segments measured in STEP 1 to yield rough estimates of the project

costs.

Project costs will be summed within each maintenance category to estimate

total dollar needs. Comparison of these dollar needs with currently

available funds will raise the necessary programming questions such as:

Can additional funds be allocated to the program?

and

Over how many years can this program spread?

21



Figure III-7

Sample Unit Costs for Proposed Maintenance

COST PER
SQUARE

TREATMENT TYPE DESCRIPTION YARD

1. RECONSTRUCT FULL DEPTH LOCAL STREET $ 9.08

2. RECONSTRUCT FULL DEPTH, COLLECTOR STREET 12.49

3. RECONSTRUCT FULL DEPTH, ARTERIAL STREET 16.98

4. RECONSTRUCT PAVEMENT RECLAMATION 8.28

5. REHABILITATION LEVELING COURSE AND OVERLAY 4.98

6. REHABILITATION 1 1/2" OVERLAY 2.57

7. REHABILITATION 5% PATCH AND CRACK SEAL, THEN CHIP SEAL 3.23

8. REHABILITATION 20% PATCH AND OVERLAY 5.21

9. REHABILITATION COLD PLANING AND OVERLAY 5.57

10. REHABILITATION CRACK SEAL AND OVERLAY 2.98

11. MAINTENANCE 5% PATCH AND CRACK SEAL, THEN CHIP SEAL 1.93

12. MAINTENANCE CHIP SEAL WITH CRACK SEAL 1.27

13. MAINTENANCE CRACK SEAL LOW 0.41

14. MAINTENANCE CRACK SEAL HIGH 1.26

15. MAINTENANCE 5% PATCH 0.66

16. MAINTENANCE 20% PATCH 0.64

17. MAINTENANCE PATCH AND SEAL . 0.54

Source: Vanasse/Hangen Assoc., Pavement Management Plan for Burlington, MA

(May, 1985).
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While the first question is never finally answered, a clear maintenance

program will provide the information needed for periodic budget decisions.

The second question is more technical and must be answered by the

superintendent. The finance committee will benefit from a prospective

look at the long term, perhaps ten years. However, projections for

maintenance after five years or so may be of value only at the network

level. Answering these questions will be an iterative process.

The first round continues with the assignment of funds to each category.

For instance, the initial policy may be to fund 100 percent of routine

maintenance, 80 percent of rehabilitation work and 40 percent of

reconstruction projects in the first year. The result is that 20 percent

of the rehabilitation work and 60 percent of reconstruction work must be

postponed to the second year.

As projects are assigned to the work program for the first year, the

second year, and so on, the penalties for postponing work are felt. For

each of the deferred projects, routine maintenance must be funded for the

current year. Furthermore, the original recommendation may require

revision. If, for instance, a street recommended for an overlay in year 1

is deferred to year 4, it will most likely require reconstruction at that

point.

If the resulting program promises to maintain the street network at the

current level of service, then the program is complete. Having been

funded, it is ready for implementation (STEP 5).

23



If the resulting program indicates that the condition of roads and the

level of service provided will decline on average, over the course of the

program, then the programming process has been invaluable. Without it,

the current levels of maintenance funding and projects would have lead to

a system of failing roadways. That spells disaster in economic terms

since it may take 4 or 5 times greater expenditures to rebuild after

failure than it would have to rehabilitate only a few years earlier.

Obviously, this program should be presented to the mayor or the selectmen

together with a second program proposing an increase in street maintenance

funds to maintain the system properly in the coming years.

24



STEP 5: IMPLEMENTATION AND RECORD-KEEPING

The feedback process is important in pavement management. The first list

of maintenance needs developed by the superintendent must respond to

fiscal limitations. Then repeated adjustments are required to achieve the

program which will buy the most in terms of long-term pavement service

with the resources the local government has allocated.

The approved program will then be implemented. Further adjustments may be

necessary due to delays in contract work, unforeseen maintenance problems

and so forth. In any case, the program should be updated every year or

two to reflect both work completed and further deterioration of pavements.

An essential part of the updating process is keeping good records. A

street-by-street file for tracking pavement condition and maintenance

actions over the years should include a record for each street segment

(see Figure III-8) Maintenance should be recorded as it is performed.

Data on pavement conditions can be updated as staff time is available.

Once the programming process is established, updating the data and

recommendations can be a routine function.

25



Figure III-8

SAMPLE MAINTENANCE SUMMARY FORM

SECTION NUMBER YEAR CONSTRUCTED

MAINTENANCE ACTIVITY PAVEMENT TYPE RATE OR THICKNESS DATE UNIT COST

4

MAINTENANCE ACTIVITY - OVERLAY CHIP SEAL

REHABILITATION

RECONSTRUCTION

OTHER (DESCRIBE)

Source: Federal Highway Administration, Road Surface Management for Local

Governments: Course Workbook (May, 1985) p. 6-16.
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Chapter IV

Refinements





If your community is able to invest more in pavement management and you

are interested in more sophisticated techniques to generate better

answers, this chapter on refinements may be of value to you. You may also

want to participate in an excellent workshop entitled "Road Surface

Management for Local Governments", sponsored by the Federal Highway

Administration. This short course is made available at different

locations during the year and the $50 registration includes a

comprehensive reference book on pavement management.*

The basic method presented in Chapter III can be refined in many ways.

Refinements offered in this chapter include: expanded inventory, details

of pavement condition, drainage problems, economic analysis, maintenance

alternatives, and computerization.

A. Expanded Inventory

In Chapter III a simple form was offered to record

0 street name and segment

0 end points

0 length and width

0 total traffic and truck traffic

0 surface type

*For details, contact Mary Vigel at Bvrd, Tallamy, McDonald, Lewis
Consultants, (703)698-9780.
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Any of several other attributes of the road may be relevant in setting

maintenance priorities, including drainage, traffic capacity and safety

factors. Figure IV-1 is a sample form to be used in a comprehensive

inventory.

Some of this added information will be used in ranking projects, as

demonstrated in Chapter III. Each measure is translated into a score

indicating adequacy and then used as a multiplier in the priority score.

For example, in Chapter III, the formula for priority (P) is given as

P = PC X (TV + TT)

where PC = pavement condition
TV = traffic volume
TT = truck traffic

Drainage can also be given a score of 1 to 3 and then the formula would be

P = PC X (TV + TT) X D

where D = ^n index of drainage

In this way, any relevant measure of adequacy can be included in the

ranking scheme.

29



Figure

Sample Inventory Form

SECTION NO.

FED. AlO ROUTE NO.

FROM

TO

COMPLETED BY

FUNCTIONAL CLASS

LENGTH

JURISDICTION

R.O.W. WIDTH

NO. OF TRAVEL LANES NO. OF PARKING LANES

PAVED

TYPE

WIDTH

LEFT

CURB A GUTTER CURB HT.

NO. OF INLETS LENGTH _

TYPE
PAVED DITCH

UNPAVED DITCH

AOT _

YEAR

% TRUCKS

CZJ COUNT

ESTIMATE

PAVED

TYPE _

WIDTH

UNPAVED

RIGHT

CURB A GUTTER CURB HT.

NO. OP INLETS LENGTH _

TYPE
PAVED DITCH

UNPAVED DITCH

AOT .

YEAR

PROJECTED

% TRUCKS

NO. MANHOLES—

-

ELECTRICAL

TELEPHONE

n WATER

«.
STREET LIGHTING

SANITARY SEWER

NO. UTILITY BOX COVERS
BURIED

J OVERHEAD
BURIED
OVERHEAD

OWNER

OWNER

OWNER

OWNER

OWNER

OWNER

STRUCTURE PAVEMENT DATE CONSTRUCTED

Source: Road Surface Management for Local Governments :

Course Workbook (Federal Highway Administration.
1985 pages 6-12.)
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other items on the expanded inventory may be used for other purposes.

Records of utilities and structure, for instance, are helpful in

determining the most appropriate maintenance alternative and cost, and the

remaining life of the pavement.

Great care should be taken to include any information which will be

important to the program, and, at the same time, to avoid the collection

of data which will not be utilized.

B. Details of Pavemen t Condition

In many cases it is desirable to go beyond the simple A to F

classification of pavement conditions in order to assure consistency.

This is especially true if several individuals will be rating pavement. A

more objective measure can be achieved by rating the pavement

quantitatively on each of several aspects of pavement condition. Figure

IV-2 offers a sample of distress types commonly surveyed. Several

excellent catalogues of pavement distress are also available, as

identified in the appendix. These references provide both descriptions

and photographs of each type of pavement distress or failure. In some

cases, causes and repair techniques are also addressed.

The literature includes three authoritative methods for condition surveys,

each of which is described briefly here.
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Figure IV-2

Distress in Asphalt Pavements

• Al11g<tor Cracking - 4 series of Interconnecting cr<cks reseabling

<ntg<tor skin or chicken wire.

e Bleeding - a film of bitunlnous material on the pavement surface which

creates a shiny or glasslike appearance.

• Block Cracking - cracks which divide the surface Into approximately

rectangular pieces.

• Corrugation - ripples across the asphalt surface resulting from

plastic movement.

• Joint Reflection Cracking - cracks In asphalt concrete which coincide

with Joints of underlying PCC slabs.

e Longitudinal Cracking - cracks which are parallel to the pavtmtnt

centerline or laydown direction.

• Polished Aggregate - aggregate which has lost its rough regular

texture.

• Pothole - a bowl-shaped hole in the pavement surface.

e Pumping - ejection of water and fine materials under pressure through

cracks under moving loads.

• Rutting - a surface depression in the wheel paths.

e Slippage Cracking - crescent or half-moon shaped cracks resulting from

sliding or deformation of the pavement.

e Swell - an upward bulge in the surface.

e Transverse Cracking - cracks perpendicular to pavement centerline.

Source: Road Surface Management for Local Governments :

Course Workbook (Federal Highway Administration.
1985) pages 8-6 and 8-13.
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The Asphalt Institute offers the rating form shown in Figure IV-3.

Thirteen different types of distress are evaluated, rating each on a scale

of 0 to 5 or 0 to 10. This technique is easy to use, but still somewhat

subjective. And it assumes that each type of distress should be weighted

the same in every situation. For example, shoving and pushing are always

responsible for 10 percent of the overall condition rating.

The Federal Highway Administration offers the rating form shown in Figure

IV-4. This method assesses eight different forms of distress and overall

riding quality. Each distress is identified as slight, moderate, or

severe; the affected area is estimated as a percentage of total area.

This approach is far more objective than others but requires more survey

time as well. Furthermore, the scoring key to translate this data into a

distress condition rating is not established (a sample is provided).

The Army Corps of Engineers developed the survey form shown in Figure

IV-5. This method uses physical measurements of nineteen types of

distress at low, medium and high severity. This method requires the

greatest amount of data collection and offers the most precision of the

three described here. It has been adopted and computerized by the

American Public Works Association and is offered to member communities on

a time-sharing basis at cost.
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Figure IV-

3

Asphalt Institute Rating Form

ASPHALT PAVEMENT RATING FORM

STREET OR ROUTE CITY OR COUNTY

LENGTH OF PROJECT WIDTH

PAVEMENT TYPE DATE

(Note: A rating of "0" indicates defect does not occur)

DEFECTS RATING

Transverse Cracks 0-5

Longitudinal Cracks 0-5

Alligator Cracks 0-10

Shrinkage Cracks 0-5

Rutting 0-10

Corrugations 0-5

Raveling 0-5

Shoving or Pushing 0-10

Pot Holes 0-10

Excess Asphalt 0-10

Polished Aggregate 0-5

Deficient Drainage 0-10

Overall Riding Quality (0 is excellent;

10 b very poor) O-IO

Sum of Defects

Condition Rating : 100 - Sum of Defects

= 100-

Condition Rating =
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Figure IV-4

Sample Asphalt Pavement Rating Form :

Federal Highway Administration

Sirast Nam« Shakespeare
Section No L

From Romeo Jq_ Juliet

Types of Distress Degree of Distress Percentage of Area

1-15% 16-30% 31%-

RUTTING

G
Score

Siignt

Moderate

Severe

V

RAVELING

/2-
Score

Slight

Moderate

Severe

V

FLUSHING
5"

Score

Slight

Moderate

Severe

CORRUGATIONS

Score

Slight

Moderate

Severe

V

ALLIGATOR
CRACKING

Score

Slight

Moderate

Severe V

TRANSVERSE
CRACKING

Score

Slight

Moderate

Severe

V Check One.

Seaied _
Partially Sealed ^
Not Seaied _

LONGITUDINAL
CRACKING
10

Score

Slight

Moderate

Severe

Check One:

Sealed _
Partially Sealed _
Not Sealed j£

V

PATCHING

Score

Slight

Moderate

Severe

V

Total

Distress Points

Source: Road Surface Management for Local Governments ;

Course Workboo k (Federal Highway Administration.
1985) pages 8-81.
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Figure IV-5

Sample Asphalt Pavement Rating Form :

PAVER (American Public Works Associ'ation)

BRANCH
DATE —
5URVEYED3Y.

SECTION

SAMPLE UNIT

AREA OF SAMPLE

ilhgator Craciifig

BittCing
Block CfOCking

Sumps and Sags
Corrugat lon

D*or»tsio/»

£ag* Cracking
Jt ^tfltcrion CfOCking
Lant/Shi<lr Drop Off

0i3trea» Types

'0 Ljng a Trans Cracking
II PaicJfing a Util Cut Patching

12. Poiithtd Aggr»got»
"13. Pot holts
14 Railroad Crossing

15. Rutting
16. Shoving
i7 si'ooagt Cracking
13. Sm»ll

19 W»oth»ring and Rmtlrng

sketch:

m EXISTING OiSTReSS TYPES

PCI CALCULATION

DISTRESS
TYPE

OEDUCT TOTAL

CORPECTED OEDUCT VALUE (GOV)

OEDUCT
VALUE

PCI *iOO-CDV

RATING *

m Ml disirtssos »r» iwsuted in square loot (sq m) excopi lor

distross»s 4. 7. 8. 9. and 10. whicn ata maasuiad m linear Itt

(Unaai mu distiass '3 it maasuiad in numOar of potholes.
'

Source: United States Army Corps of Engineers. Technical Report N-294. 1981
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Figure IV-6 offers a comparison of the the three methods just described.

One of the attributes shown is roughness (or rideabi 1 ity ) . Rideability

is a measure of riding comfort and is measured subjectively on a scale

from 0 to 5. Roughness is a corresponding mechanical measure, using a

wheel suspension device.

Other mechanical devices may also be used for greater precision in

measurement, such as the Benkelman Beam and deflection meters. (See

Appendix.

)

Automation of the road survey is also possible through the use of a

computerized van with optical or laser scanning capabilities (See

Appendix.

)

Most communities will begin with visual surveys of distress, possibly

taking advantage of the methods provided by the Asphalt Institute, U.S.

Department of Transportation, or American Public Works Association.

Mechanical and automated methods may be more appropriate to larger

networks, where the expense of such techniques is spread over more miles

and the advantages of standardization are greatest.

Many other methods are available through the literature, engineering

consultants, and computer software vendors (see section E, below). A

review of these resources is recommended before beginning an elaborate

pavement management system.
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Figure IV-6

Technique

Comparison of Pavement Condition Rating Techniques

ement Characteristic

Asphalt Institute DOT Training Manual

• Nurrcer observed

• Cracking transverse
longitudinal

a 1 1 igator
shrinkage

transverse
longitudinal
all igator

longitudinal i transverse
a 1 1 igator
block
edge
joint reflection
slippage

» Shifting rutting
corrugation
shoving or pushing

rutting
corrugation

rutting
corrugation
shoving
depression
swel I

bumps i sag$

• Separatio raveling
excess asphalt
polished aggregate
pot holes

raveling

flushing

raveling I weathering
bleeding
polished aggregate
pot holes
lane/shoulder drop-off

« Patching

• Roughness overall riding
quality

patching

riding quality

patching & uti Hty cut

• Drainage

• Other

deficient drainage

rai Iroad crossing

Method of Rating
Severity of

Distress

Scales of 0 to 5

or 0 to 10

slight,
moderate,
severe.

low,

medium,
high.

Method of Rating
Extent of

Distress

Reflected In

estimate of

severity

1-15X,
16-30X,
ni* (of area)

square feet

linear feet

f of pot holes

Combining Measures
of Distress to
Yield on Index of

Pavement Condition

Simple addition
gives index with
range from 0 to 100

Sample scoring
Key Is provided
(Not necessarl ly
appropriate to

the system being
evaluated.

Scoring is complex

and more appropriate
to mainframe computer

than hand calculations

Adopting the rating

system

Distress items

can be added or

deleted, and

scales expanded
for emphasis.

Scoring Is

complex and
adaption
requires experience
with the model.

Scoring is complex

and adaption
requrles experience
with the model.
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C. Main tenance Alternative s

The most appropriate maintenance and the timing of the work are both

critical in maximizing cost-effectiveness.

The highway superintendent is no doubt aware there are many pavement

treatment options available. Figure IV-7 lists several of these together

with comments on their performance. Although it is practical to work with

just a few of these in any one community, there should be a continued

effort to evaluate their performance and the potential of alternative

treatments

.

Timing of maintenance treatments is critical, as is demonstrated by Figure

IV-8. Notice that routine maintenance and preventive maintenance are

appropriate on the most comfortable part of the curve, where the pavement

is still in good condition. When the pavement begins to deteriorate more

quickly, rehabilitation or even reconstruction will be required.

In order to develop systematic assignment of treatment, cost and value

for elements of the street network, it is convenient to describe the menu

of maintenance treatments in the five categories shown in the figure and

described below. (The following is an excerpt from Road Surface

Management for Local Governments )

.
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Figure IV-7

Maintenance Alternatives

Treatment Comments on Performance

Sand Seal

About 3/16" thick
18 to 25 Ib/sq. yd.

Generally this is the lowest initial
cost type of seal coating application.
It seals only and does not add struc-
tural strength, does not level, smooth
or correct crown significantly unless
preleveling is done first. The average
service life is 3-6 years. The main
advantage is that it can be done with
local labor and sometimes aggregate.
Castings are not generally adjusted.
Application is dusty and best restricted
to low volume low speed roads.

Slurry Seal Coat
Single 1/8" thick =

12 Ib/sq. yd.

Double 1/4" thick =

25 Ib/sq. yd.
(A specialty contractor
must apply it.)

Moderate to higher initial cost applica-
tion due to full contract required.
Main advantage quicker, neater applica-
tion. Castings generally do not need

adjustment; should be applied in good

low humidity weather. Average life,

single application life, 3-5 years,
double application 5-8 years. Provides
smooth, tight surface similar to hot
mix. Good for low and moderate volume
roads, not recommended for high speed
roads.

Aggregate or Chip Seals
3/8" thick
3/8" to 1/2" Chips =

33 to 45 Ib/sq. yd.
1/14" thick uses 3/16"

to 5/16" chips, 25 to

35 Ib/sq. yd.

Hot Mix
High quality, thoroughly
controlled hot mixture
of asphalt cement and

well-graded, high quality
aggregate, thoroughly
compacted into a uniform
dense mass

Thin hot mix overlay
TTT to l'''"Tor

Low to moderate initial cost depending
on local labor and aggregate
sources. Castings generally are not

adjusted. A good chip seal provides
excellent skid resistance and can pro-

vide attractive color by choice of

stone. The average life is 5 to 8

years. Exceptionally good ones have
gone much longer. The 3/8" - 1/2" chip

seal is the most common seal coat treat-
ment used in New England.

The higher cost thin hot mix overlays
(less than 1" thick) are also considered
as sealing treatments primaVily and not

structural improvements. They also

smooth the surface quite a bit. Very
rough surfaces need to be pre-leveled
or mix will apply poorly and mat will

have to be thickened. Thinner treat-
ments used on lower volume roads in

better shape, thicker treatments on

higher volume roads and rougher sur-

faces. Multiple treatments if applied
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sealing and ride improve-

ment. Little structural
improvement under 1",

55 to 110 yd squared is

general coverage for 1/2'

to 1" thickness.

Thick Hot Mix
1 1/2" - 2" thick =

Structural overlay and

also seals.
Probably the most common
rehabilitation treatment
used in New England.
1 1/2" to 2" of Hot Mix =

165 Ibs/sq. yd. to 220

Ibs/sq. yd.

Cold Mix Defined:
Asphalt mixes that use liqui-
fied cutback and emulsified
asphalts so they can be mixed
cold, either through a plant
or on the grade using graders
or travel mixers are often
called maintenance mix, stock-
pile mix, cold-mix or a combi-
nation of all three. Cold mix
is less costly than hot mix as

local labor and aggregate can

be used. Requires substan-
tial material knowledge and
handling expertise to use suc-

cessfully.

Cold Mix Overlays and Main-
tenance applications.
Usage and quantity applica-
tions similar to hot mix
applications noted above,
except it is not recommended
to use cold mix in thin layers

as an exposed surface course.

in timely stages can add strength. Care
must be taken; these relatively stiff
treatments are not put on roads that are
in need of significant structural up-
grading as large deflections will cause
the surface to crack. The average life
is 5-12 years.

The 1 1/12" - 2" overlay not only seals
but adds significant structural capacity
(depending on existing thickness). It

seals, smooths the ride and corrects
crown and drainage features substan-
tially. Extra rough roads may require
pre-leveling in applying an 1 1/2" over-
lay. It is the highest form of mainten-
ance and upgrading treatment for low

volume roads and is the most expensive
of treatments listed here. Average life
is 15-20 years on high volume roads,
longer on lower volume roads.

Due to the fact Cold-mixes use cut-
backs or emulsions, they are not con-
sidered as high a type pavement mate-
rial as Hot-Mix asphalt concrete.
Cold-Mix durability, in particular,
its ability to seal, (most cold-mix
can be used to level or strengthen)
is difficult to predict as precisely
as hot-mix. Most Cold-Mix is sealed
with a seal coat before or immediately
following one winter. Exceptions exist
and local experience and practice must

be consulted.

Source: The Asphalt Institute (informal presentation).
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" Routine Maintenance - For roads in reasonably good condition,
routine ma intenance 'is generally the most cost-effective use of
funds. If at all possible, all routine maintenance needs should
be funded each year. Routine maintenance usually includes local
patching, crack sealing, and other relatively low-cost actions.
Distresses such as isolated medium or high severity bumps or

potholes that may have a considerable negative impact on the
performance of a section are usually corrected first.

Prev entive Main tenance - This strategy is a more expensive
acti'vity desfg'ned to arrest deterioration before it becomes a

serious problem. Surface seals are excellent examples of
preventive maintenance. A common source of poor performance of
seals is adequate repair of existing distress before sealing, so

extensive repair work may also be included in preventive
maintenance. Repair and seal needs will probably have to be
programmed over several years in order of priority because of the
expense. Routine maintenance should be performed on those
sections that are not programmed for the current budget year.

Deferred Action - The road sections which fall into this category
receive minimum funds for the current budget year. These
sections are beyond the point where preventive maintenance will

be effective but have not yet deteriorated to the point of

needing rehabilitation. Selecting this strategy is deferring
action, so an agency must be prepared to fund rehabilitation or

reconstruction when it becomes necessary. This strategy is

normally not appropriate for aggregate surfaced roads.

Rehabilitation - Rehabilitation usually includes overlays or

extensive recycling. Funding for completion of these major
projects may depend upon federal or other outside sources. The
established priorities should be followed if possible, although
managers should realize that priorities may change for a variety
of reasons. For example, estimates for a particular job may

exceed available funds, insurmountable administrative
restrictions on funds may exist, or very valid political reasons

to change priorities may occur. Sections that fall into this

strategy category that are not programmed for the current budget

year should fall into the deferred action strategy.

Reconstruction - The comments on rehabilitation projects also
apply to reconstruction projects. The main difference is in the

costs that might be expected. Reconstruction would involve

complete removal and replacement of a failed pavement and might

also involve features other than just pavement such as widening,
realignment, traffic control devices, safety hardware, and major

drainage work. Lead times of five to ten years might be required

because of the significant nature of required investments and the

time necessary to develop plans, acquire right-of-way, and other

funding.
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It should be noted that there is considerable overlap of possible
strategies on the performance curve. In the example shown, there
are two or three possible strategies for any point in the
mid-range of pavement conditions. This is a very realistic
approach because the deterioration of pavements is a gradual
process. A small change will not usually make one strategy
preferable over another.

The following priority groups should constitute the program
developed from these five treatment strategies:

A. Routine Maintenance (It is probably not worthwhile to

determine priorities but rather just list sections in this

strategy.

)

B. Preventive Maintenance
Priority Group 1

Priority Group 2

Priority Group 3

C. Deferred Action No priorities are necessary, just a list

of sections.

D. Rehabilitation
Priority Group 1

Priority Group 2

Priority Group 3

E. Reconstruction
Priority Group 1

Priority Group 2

Priority Group 3"*

* Federal Highway Administration (FHV/A), Road Surface Management for

Governments
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D. Economic Analysis

Economic analysis is a powerful technique for the objective evaluation of

alternatives. In pavement management it can be used to establish the most

cost-effective maintenance treatments and also to compare the relative

priority (value) of alternative projects.

Measuring a variety of factors by a common unit (the dollar), makes

possible an objective, quantitative comparison of treatments, projects and

schedule alternatives. Table IV-9 shows some of the factors to be

considered.

Unfortunately, these comparisons require a number of assumptions about the

future value of today's dollar, the expected life of capital, the value of

time, etc.

A summary of the methods often used in economic analysis is included in

the appendix. These techniques are especially appropriate to large

systems, where the savings from a complete analysis make the added

complexity worthwhile.
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Table IV-9

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FACTORS

Agency Costs User Costs

• Initial capital costs of • Travel time
construction

• Vehicle operation and maintenance
• Future capital costs of

construction or rehabilitation • Accident costs

• Future maintenance costs • Discomfort

t Residual or salvage value at t Time delay and vehicle cost during

the end of the analysis construction and maintenance
period (which may be a operations
"negative cost")

.

t Engineering and administrative
costs

• Cost of investments, or discount
rates

Source: Road Surface Management for Local Communities :

Course Workbook (U.S. Department of Transportation
& Federal Highway Administration, May 1985).
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E. Computerization

If the superintendent has access to a personal computer, or may in the

future, it is worthwhile to think about using it for pavement management.

The programming process involves repetitious sorting and arithmetic. Once

the process is set up, the computer makes revisions and updates a simple

matter.

There are really two options available. The first is to use commonly

available spreadsheet software to manipulate the data as described in this

and the previous chapter. The second is to use software specifically

designed for pavement management. Both are very effective.

Table IV-10 shows a list of popular spreadsheets. Most of these software

packages are priced between $100 and $500. Each has a broad range of

applications and, if your community has a personal computer, one of these

spreadsheets is probably on it.

The spreadsheet is, basically, a large table with rows and columns of

cells. The computer user may place a number, a label, or a formula in

each cell. If the cell entry is a formula, it is defined as a function of

the current values in certain other cells. The magic of the spreadsheet

is that it calculates new values for the function as the input values of

the table change.
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Table IV-10

Po pular Spreadsheets

IBM XT or PC or PC Jr

AT&T

APPLE 2C or 2E

COMPAQUE

MACINTOSH

LOTUS 1-2-3

MULTI PLAN
PFF PLAN
SIMPLE CALC
SMART MGR
FRAMEWORK 2

PARODOX

FLASH CALK

LOTUS 1-2-3

MULTI PLAN

JAZZ
SYMPHONY (HAS BUGS]

SOURCE: Computer City
Sears Business Systems
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Figure IV-U shows a short example of a pavement management spreadsheet.

Each row corresponds to a street segment and each column to data or

results of the program. A key at the bottom indicates the meanings of the

codes for surface type, traffic, etc. Once the data is entered, as shown

here, unit costs for each type of maintenance can be entered for the six

traffic/treatment categories and assigned automatically to street

segments. The computer can then multiply these unit costs by street

length to derive project costs.

The remainder of the programming could be very time-consuming by hand, but

is trivial on the computer. Projects can be sorted by year of treatment,

by surface type, by treatment, or whatever. And, if some projects must be

deferred to a later year, then the entire process can be repeated easily

after the recommended treatment and year are revised.

The second option for computers is to use a data-base manager tailored to

the pavement management process. Table IV-12 lists the pavement

management software encountered in our review. These are powerful

programs capable of handling large data bases and producing useful

statistics and graphics.
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Chapter V

Case Studies





This chapter reviews the work of communities like yours in pavement

management. These communities, varying considerably in their needs,

resources and methods, may help you to see how you should adapt the

methods of Chapters III and IV to your own situation.

The basic five steps described in this manual {street inventory,

pavement condition survey, project ranking, programming and

implementation, and record-keeping) were used by each community in

some modified way to suit their immediate needs. Maintenance

techniques ranged from patch and seal, overlay and rehabilitation to

major reconstruction and recycling. The programs developed ranged

from three years to fifteen years - and from street by street work

schedules to strategy recommendations. Some were done with a simple

data base collected and analyzed in-house; and others had the benefit

of consultant services. Every one, however, resulted in an assessment

of pavement maintenance needs which clarified the position of the Town

with respect to required expenditures.

A. Medf ield : Unpublished Work of Kenneth Feeney, Robert Kennedy, and

Peter Kennedy (March 1986).

The Town of Medf ield has 169 roads and 70 miles of pavement.

Superintendent of Public Works, Ken Feeney, maintains a five year

program for roadway projects, at the request of the finance committee.

Recently, the program had been funded at about $50,000 per year.

Unfortunately, road maintenance needs are not being met at this level.
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Many projects on the five year list just don't get done because more

urgent ones come up. Mr. Feeney's goals, then were to document

pavement conditions on a town-wide basis and to refine estimates of

needed maintenance expenditures for a more solid pavement maintenance

program.

Mr. Feeney came to this point at a time when MAPC was developing the

draft of this manual. He indicated that the procedures they would use

should be simple, in order that they could be completed without a

computer and within the time and expertise available to his staff.

The methods presented in Chapter III of this manual suited his

department wel 1

.

A staff group of three began with the road survey form shown as Figure

V-1. Road length, width, and surface type were taken from the MDPW

Road Inventory File, which Medfield had obtained from the MDPW

district office. The staff went out on the road with the survey form

to determine pavement condition and comment on the type of maintenance

that appeared to be needed. The highway foreman. Bob Kennedy, sat

with the members of the survey team during this process to review

their findings - making sure that the assessments of the different

surveyors were consistent and that the maintenance indicated was

appropriate. This process took about four person-weeks.\

Compilation of this data and development of the maintenance program

was accomplished with another two person-weeks. The surface area of
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Figure V-1

Medfield: Road Survey Form

Road Name (3^gLC^ P)/^

Segment From Lt^^C Sf. to ^n^r e f[Ci r^l/P

Length [ OG'^ ^^2. ^t. Average width Qg- ft.

Sq. Yds. If^y Shoulder width ft.

Condition of Left Side Walks Condition of Right Side Walks

Length 100^.-3.' " Length/^iSiZ^—
Left Curbs Right Curbs

Date of Inspection Inspected by

Estimated Pavement Age Surface Type ^
Condition B

Recommendations

. Remedial Action

. Year of Action

TRAFFIC COUNTS (ADT)^

date
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each roadway was estimated (in square yards) from the length and

width. Estimated unit cost for each maintenance treatment was taken,

for convenience, from the Burlington management plan (see Figure

III-4, page 15). Then projects were assigned by year according to

pavement condition and, in some cases, proximity to other projects.

Figure V-2 shows the program for the first year. Three of the

projects are relatively expensive and are considered capital projects.

High Street will be funded by Chapter 90 and is expected to come in

under the $283,000 indicated. North Meadows will use most of the

remaining Chapter 90 funds. Rocky Lane, part of an ongoing program to

pave gravel roads, will get additional gravel and crushed bank with a

binder this year, for about $22,000 from the Town's capital budget.

For fiscal year 1986, Mr. Feeney requested $60,000 for stone-sealing

of subdivisions and was granted $20,000. High Street and North

• Meadows (both part of Route 27) will spend most of the Chapter 90

funds for the last five years or so. At this point, the Town is

deferring and accumulating maintenance work.

Next year, the town will have this maintenance plan, and can decide

forthrightly whether to increase road maintenance or watch the road

system decay. \
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Figure V-2
Medfield: Progrcm for Year 1

Cost per Sq. Yd. Total
Street Name Year Treatment Type Yard of St. Cost

Carol An Dr. 1 Chip Seal w/Crack Seal 11 27 2135 2,711

Emerson Rd. 1 5% Patch Seal /Chip Seal 1 93 5799 n ,095

Erik Rd. 1 Chip Seal w/Crack Seal 1 27 2957 3,755

Fl int Locke Rd. 1 Chip Seal w/Crack Seal 1 27 11 909 14,290

Jones Ave. 1 Patch and Seal .54 1549 836

Kenney Rd. 1 Chip Seal w/Crack Seal 1 27 6078 7,719

Lantern La. 1 Chip Seal w/Crack Seal 1 27 3614 4,589

Orchard St. ' 5% Patch/Crack & Chip Seal 1 93 7509 14,492

Tomarack Rd. Chip Seal w/Crack Seal 1 27 3942 5,006

West Mill St. 1 Patch and Seal 54 8730 4,714

West 1 Patch and Seal 54 27925 15,079

Wilson St. 1 Chip Seal w/Crack Seal 1 27 1690 2,146

72.626

Capital Projects:

High St. 1 Crack Seal & Overlay 2 89 98100 283,509

North Meadows 1 Crack Seal & Overlay 2 89 56230 162,527

Rocky La. 1 Gravel & Binder 3 74 5880 22,000
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B. Garrity, K.J., Pavement Evaluation Report: Town of HolHston (1983).

Holliston (population 13,000) has 197 accepted public streets - 79

miles, all but 1.7 miles of which is paved. In 1973, the Town

maintained about 70 miles of pavement; but between 1973 and 1983, only

18 miles of that received significant maintenance efforts in the form

of overlays or seals, 52 miles of the network received only emergency

maintenance such as spot patching during that period. Frustrated by

a lack of funds to properly maintain the roads, then superintendent

Ken Garrity took the initiative and undertook a pavement evaluation

which has provided an example for several communities since then.

The Asphalt Institute rating form was used to rate each of 217 road

segments (see Figure V-3). A second form, on index cards (shown in

Figure V-4) was used to record available information on the structure,

maintenance history, traffic, utilities and more. These cards

summarize the significant qualities of each road section for use in

forming the maintenance program. They will also be used for future

records of maintenance and road conditions.

The result of the pavement evaluation was summarized as shown in

Figure V-5. This work demonstrated that the majority of the town's

roads had deteriorated beyond the point where normal matntenance

procedures would be effective. Furthermore, many of the road sections

were old aggregate layered with binder and seal coats rather than high
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Figure V-3
Holliston: Pavement Rating Form

RATING

3

0-5

0-10

0-5

O-IO

0-5

0-5

0-10

Pol Holes AJ^.'V^J /?^k/><i .t.itCPf^^r.X 0-10

0-10

Condition Rating = 100 - Sum of Defects

= inn- 3-7

Condition Rating = 63

STREET OR ROIITF AsHl-^^D ST. ciTY OR COUNTY ^^5/?^/ sysT.

LENGTH OF PROJECT <=>' B0 rn!lc<, winXH :23'fJ^u(^^ 9,' unsi^ shIJrs

PAVEMENT TYPE l/gr/>^/^ -h^pK -h ihicJ^- DATF iTI^y /9^3

(Note: A rating of "O" indicates defect does not occur)

DEFECTS

\ ransverse Cracks a v^fA^C. ."ftr. pJM . 0-5

Longitudinal Cracks fD^.O^. r. . .r^Mc//{'Oj.

Alligator Cracks h.QjJ.^.r..?J.i..pLP.iK^^f..,..

Shrinkage Cracks rnAoor.

Rutting OS^S^'S'if^'

Corrugations CllOfi^.

Raveling

Shovins or Pushing

e

Excess Asphalt /j

Polished Aggregate HP. 0-5 —Q—
Dencient Drainage .... . . />K</<//f^ .

)

. ipM^ C-IO ^

0>erall Ridinf Qualit) (0 is excellent;

10 is >er) poor) f̂ Jxr. .PfP.'T. 0-10 ?—

Sum of Defects _^IZ_
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Figure V-4
Holliston: Street Records

.qTRFFT A<Ni.ciAjr> Sr^€ET From Cc^ncerrJ St To /jsh/?nc/ line:

n/c/ '

Agt.

Existing Subgrade

.

Existing Base

Un knotun

Proh^b/y r/err/rn \ rPt/C

Existing Surface

—

U}e3rn nuj- TMlclfnei'i unkncujn

Last Maintenance 'TCO iOi^fr/py r.P.^i^ n £.U/in - S "ffrh'nf ia -fdJJL

1983 Rating ^JT r.nmmpnK Pf^LtLL. /-^ r,^ ,% ^-Zfuf^J-z'^rr^

C&j\Ji'<l^Jc^ liln^s aut—d^.

-CLLUlJ).^

Estimated Cost $ .?>S{

Maintenance History:

Year

?

Description Cost

INVENTORY.198

Traffic Coun, or Oescrlp.ior, X.

Curbs ^^/•»» " ^

Sidewalks nr^nf.

Catch Basins 6 b^s:^< „^ m.^nAn/ -
^

Drain outfall__21__J^_,s^^ ' ^ "rff^rr^f .rrW
Fences /co' / n

' ~/oo
J/t^/,^^^^ Other -

Markings y/ v
Signs <r

' ' Yearlast raled^^S^
5cc

_ y ^^^^^ Rating Index _i^S_
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Figure v-5

HoUiston: Pavement Evaluation Summary

Category A and B streets , about 9 miles total, are in good condition.

Acrack repair program was begun in 1983 and a sealing program will be

established in 1984. Continued good maintenance practice will save these
streets

.

Category C streets , about Hi miles total, are in fair condition. Some

can be left alone for awhile, many are at the point where an overlay
or combination of waterporrf membrane and overlay should be performed
now, or rapid deterioration will occur, putting them into Category D.

Category D streets , totalling 27 miles, are about to fail. Major pothole
problems will occur soon. Overlays or reconstruction methods should
be done now. Reconstruction could involve removal of existing pavement
and replacement with 4" of new bituminous concrete or recycling of existing
pavement in place with 2" to 3" of new bituminous concrete. Specific
solutions for each section will have to be examined in more detail as

a program is developed.

Category E streets , Totalling 15i miles, are still serviceable, but are
near total failure. Reconstruction or total replacement is required.

Category F streets , about 8 miles, have failed extensively. Unpaved
streets are also included. Base failure is widespread. Reconstruction
methods probably would involve total replacement. Since doing nothing
will not cause continued deterioration, only emergency repairs are recommended.

The specific rehabilitation program will focus on the Category C, D,
and E streets. Priorities will be established to assure that Holliston
realizes the greatest possible benefit from its expenditures. Continued
acceleration and improvement of the annual maintenance program will also
be required.
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quality base and bituminous top. Therefore the emphasis of the

proposed program was on reconstruction projects.

It was assumed that streets in Categories A and B (good condition)

would be within the annual maintenance budget. In addition, Category

F streets, having failed completely, would be put off with preference

given to roads worth saving. The following costs were assumed:

Category Allies Work Cost/mile Total Cost

C 11.5 Overlay $100,000.00 $ 1,150,000.00

D 27 Reconstruct 250,000.00 6,750,000.00

E 15.5 Major Reconstruct 300,000.00 4,650,000.00

Total $12,550,000.00

The study recommended a five year program to rehabilitate 50 percent

of the town's deteriorated streets at a cost of approximately $6

million. A concurrent increase in annual maintenance was also

recommended to properly care for the rehabilitated streets.
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C. Vanasse/Hangen Associates, Inc. and Tippetts, Abbett, McCarthy and

Stratton, Pavement Management Plan: Burlington, Massachus etts (May,

1985).

Like many of the communities in the Commonwealth, the Town of

Burlington is experiencing roadway maintenance problems which have

been aggravated by increased traffic and a reduction in local

appropriations

.

With a population of 23,000, over 100 road miles and a limited highway

staff of four, the Town of Burlington chose to hire a consultant to

devise a ten year program. Vanasse/Hangen Associates, Inc. and

Tippetts, Abbett, McCarthy and Stratton were the consultants.

The roadway inventory sheet, shown as Figure V-6, was used to

establish an inventory of roadways and document pavement conditions.

This form is detailed, with sidewalks, curbing and underground

utilities included.

A numerical scale was used for pavement condition rating. Eleven

types of pavement distress were scored from 0 to 5 or 0 to 10, and

then summed to yield an overall score of 0 to 100. An A rating is

equivalent to a range of 85 to 100 (excellent condition)', and F is

equivalent to a range of 0 to 25 (failure). The survey documented a

median pavement condition rating of 69, as shown in Figure V-7. Most

roads were in fair to good condition, scoring between 60 and 80.
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Figure 7.5

Burlingtor: Roadway Inventory Sheet
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Figure \/_7

"uriington: Distribution of Road Conditions
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Maintenance alternatives were identified in three groups: full

reconstruction, pavement rehabilitation and pavement maintenance.

Each alternative was considered with respect to appropriate use and

cost. The consultants' report is a valuable resource for this

information

.

An extensive data base, loaded on newly developed software, includes

condition ratings, pavement thickness, underground utilities, traffic

levels, and historical records. This information was used in

recommending the most appropriate maintenance treatment.

Once a pavement condition rating was calculated for each street link,

the 437 links were sorted by functional classification. Roadways

carrying similar levels and similar types of traffic were thus grouped

together. Within each group roadways were ranked in order of

increasing pavement .condition ratings so that the worst condition

pavement received first priority within each group.

The final program incorporated other factors, including ongoing

utility work, specific priorities indicated by town officials and

local residents, and anticipated growth patterns. Funding under state

and local programs was a determining factor in the ten year program as

well. And, finally the program was designed to provide at least one

treatment to each street, during the ten year period.
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The recommended program is summarized in terms of expenditures in

Figure V-8.

D. Desrosiers, C, Marshfield Board of PuDlic Works: Preliminary Review

of Private Roads (December 8, 1985).

Due to the deteriorating condition of many private roads in the town,

citizens in Marshfield, in growing numbers, have asked the Board of

PuDlic Works to provide routine maintenance and repair on these

private roads.

The Town of Marshfield includes 150 miles of roads, 50 of which are

private ways. Marshfield has a population of 22,000 and a highway

staff of three.

State law and town bylaws indicate that emergency repairs will be made

to private roads but not construction or routine maintenance. The DPW

therefore conducted a preliminary review of private roads to determine

the costs of upgrading these roads to acceptable condition and/or

providing routine maintenance.

A street inventory including length, width, and type of surface, was

prepared. The survey also noted pavement condition and .indicators of

traffic levels. The factors used to score the roads are simple and

effective. See Figure V-9 for the list and definitions. A sample of
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Figure v-8
Burlington: Summary of Recommended Expenditure

198S

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

Total

Budgeted
Eicpenditun

$1,233,258

944,702

414,353

463,803

745,558

526,248

528,875

509,560

264,928

499,910

$6,131,195

« 350,000

- 2,000,000

Comments

5305,600 for Terrac*
Hall Ave is eligitil*
for Urban System*

Town Total

Identified need

Annual crack seal,
patcningi/

Chapter 90 allocations:
S 1 . 1 mill ion now
availaOle plus SO.

9

million expected over
next nine years.

Amount to be paid
by Town.

1. Cracx Sealing/Patching program is only lienti-
" fied for years 1985-87. it is assumed that

$50,000 will be required for this puroosc
annually for 1988-1994.
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Figure V-9
Marshfield: Survey Factors

EVALUATION OF PRIVATE ROADS:

Each person conducting the survey was given a checklist to fill out.

The following observations were to be recorded for each road. In some

cases it was necessary to evaluate segments of a road due to the fact
that part of its length had a treated surface and part was dirt or gravel

1) Street Name

2) From and To - Identify road (connecting streets) found at its start

and end ( if any)

.

3) Length - Record odometer reading to nearest 1/10 mile.

4) Width - Pace the width of the travelled way and record to the nearest
"yard". For lengthy roads, several sections should be paced to determine
an average width.

5) Road Surface - Identify dirt or gravel roads as "dirt" and treated
or paved roads as "treated". Provide items 1 to 4 above for each
surface type on each road.

6) Housing Factor - Use the following factors for various housing conditions:

1) Fifteen houses or less

2) More than 15 but not exceeding 30

3) More than 30 but not exceeding 45

4) More than 45

7) Artery Factor - Identify the road using one of the following descriptions:
1) Minor Residential - Road provides access to houses primarily

on that street.

2) Residential Collector - Road feeds into "subdivision" providing
primary access to houses on other streets.

3) Thru Connector - Road serves as primary connector between
two major roads.

8) Surface Factor - Identify the road surface condition using the following
factors:

1) Very Good - Road surface generally smooth, can travel at
legal speed without damage or loss of control.

2) Good - Road surface somewhat rough, can travel at legal speed
with moderate care.

3) Fair - Road surface rought in many locations, can travel
at slightly below legal speed with moderate care.

4) Poor - Road surface rough in many locations, can travel only
at speeds substantially below legal limit.

5) Very Poor - Road surface very rough throughout, travel on
road must be very slow and erratic to avoid damage or loss
of control

.
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the survey results is shown in Figure V-10. The condition of the

roads is summarized in Figure V-11.

This summary was used to evaluate three options for maintenance of

private roads. The first option was to provide only emergency

maintenance. Cost estimates for this option reflected the frequency

of repair work to an otherwise unmaintained road. The second option

was to repair and maintain all private roads open to the public. Cost

estimates for this option reflected the combined cost of upgrading and

then properly maintaining the improved roads. The third option was to

accept these roads which the town finds acceptable, and provide

maintenance thereafter.

Having made these comparisons, the study concluded that the first two

options would place an inordinate burden on the Town, which does not

own these roads and has minimal responsibility for their maintenance.

The recommendation, then, was that the Town stand ready to accept

private roads within the criteria of the highway department. It

was noted that 57 streets are likely candidates without improvements.

E. Metropolitan Area Planning Council, A Pavement Management Program

for the Town of Wenham , Draft (February 1986).

Wenham has many wetlands (swamps), brooks and springs which make

pavements subject to rapid deterioration, particularly with thin
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Figure V-11
Marshfield: Road Conditions - Sumnary

fl M S H F I E L 9 1 D M D OF PUBLIC WORKS
P R E L I n I N A R T R E V I E H OF PRIVATE ROADS
ALPHA L I S T t II 6

STREET NAHE ! FROM ! TO LENGTH WIDTH ! TYPE OF

1 (i) (yds) SURFACE

(•••••>aaa««ataaaaaa*«aas**»raaaascsrsBeciea«*<3ssr: >8=szczaaas raaesasBaeassszxss::'

A ST ; Vitir SI ! Cove St 0.1 6 Dirt

ABBET ST 1 Standish St ! South River 0.1 B ' Treated

ADARS RP t OCMH St 1 Webster St 0.1 5 Treated

AGAUAN AVE ! Chickalanbut Avt ! SaqinaM Ave 0.1 5 ! Treated

ALABARA ST ! Canal St ! End 0.1 6 Treated

ALBERTA RO 1 ONE 1 1 1

ALDEN RO 1 HayfloNir La ! Country Way 0.1 5 Dirt

ALLERTON RD ! Ireland Rd ! End 0.1 4 • Treated

ARES AVE 1 CLOSED !

ANOREHS AVE ! ONE !

ANDREWS ST ! ONE !

APPLETOM NT 1 D N E 1

ARIZONA ST ! ONE
ARKANSAS ST I Ocean St ! Webster Ave 0.1 4 Treated

ARLEITA ST 1 Webster Ave ! End 0.1 6 Treated

ARLINGTON ST 1 Ouincy Ave ! Washington Rd 0.2 5 Treated

ARLINGTON ST ! End ! Ouincy Ave 0.2 5 Dirt

ARLINGTON ST ! Hashinqton Rd I Other End 0.1 4 Dirt

ARROM OR ! ONE !

ARTHUR ST ! D N E !

ATLANTIC ST 1 Standish St I End 0.1 7 Treated

ATKELL CIR { End 0.2 7 Treated

ATWnL CIR ! Caresvell St ! 0.3 10 Treated

AVON ST 1 Bay Ave 1 End 0.1 7 Dirt

AVON ST ! Bay St ! Bay Ave 0.2 7 Treated

B ST ! D N E :

6ABC0CK RD 1 DUE 1 1

BAKER TER 1 Field St : End 0.1 3 Dirt

BAKER'S LN Acorn St ! End 0.3 4
'

Treated

BANCROFT RD 1 End 1 End O.i 5 Dirt

BANK RD ! Ridqe Rd ! End 0.1 8 ! Dirt

BARNA RD 1 Canal St End 0.1 Dirt

BARTLETT'S ISl NAY 1 Daean Point Rd 1 End 0.3
•

8 I Treated

BAT POINT PATH 1 AtMli Cir ! End 0.1 9 Treated

D N E * Does not eiist as street.

I E V A L U A T I 0 W F A C T 0 R I"

! HOUSING : ARTERY ! SURFACE ! TOTAL

I FACTOR ! FACTOR I FACTOR ! POINTS

cxssszzBaaBB:3zz:s:saas::::3aB3c:Baaaaaa

1

1

1

2 5 1 10

1 I 1 ! 1

2 2 ! 4

2 : 4 ; 8

1 3 I 3

2 I 3 : 6

1 4 4

1 ! 2 2

1 4 4

1 ! 2 2

1 2 2

2 I

2 1 b

I 3 3

2 2 8
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resurfacing (less than 3/4") on many of the old pavements. Many of

the pavements had considerable edge failures and poor shoulders.

Abutters experience driveway apron disintegration and basement

flooding.

Wenham has a population of 4,000, a highway staff of six and

twenty-eight road miles. A consultant was hired to evaluate the

present status of the roads, develop a fifteen year plan and estimate

cost per mile for rehabilitation and resurfacing. The MAPC has

documented the results of the consultant's findings in a report

entitled: A Pavement Management Program for the Town of Wenham .

Wenham's pavement management techniques are similar to those of this

manual. A street inventory based on the consultant survey and the

Massachusetts Department of Public Works was established (Figure

V-12). Field survey sheets completed for this survey were fairly

detailed. (See Figure V-13.) Suggested remedial action

(rehabilitation or resurfacing) and year of action based on Average

Daily Traffic and pavement condition were incorporated into Figure

V-14 based on the consultant's findings. Since the Town of Wenham did

not have good maintenance records, MAPC recommended that good

record-keeping should be part of Wenham's maintenance program. Thus

far, three streets have experienced rehabilitation and resurfacing.

Almost a year after initial recommendations were received, Peter

Burnham (Superintendent of Streets) reports Wenham is reasonably on

schedule with the fifteen year plan.
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Figure V-12
Wenham: Inventory of Road Network

Average State Aid Primary

Roadway flame Length (miles) Width (feet) System

Aroor Street 0.6^ T7
Ayer Estate Farm Road* ** ** x

Batchelder Park Road O.ll 14 x

Beverly and Salem Water Road 0.17 10 x

0.13 30

Boulder Lane (unpaved) 0.32 18 X

Bruce Lane 0.16 30 X

Bryant* (unpaved)
Beverly Street*

0.2 ** X

(J. 45 20 X

Burley Street 0.45 24

Burnham Road 0.61 24 X

Cedar Street 0.91 22

Cemetery* 0.5 IS X

Cherry Street 1.52 28

Chestnut Street 0.04 18 X

Conrad Circle 0.28 23 X

Oaniets Road 0.47 30 X

Dodge Row 0.72 28
Eaton Road* 0.20 30 X

Eddel Avenue 0.20 25 X

Ellis Avenue 0.12 19 X

Enon Road 0.19 24 X

Essex Street 0.41 25 X

Fairview Avenue 0.04 24

Fire Station/Post Office Lot* 0.14 24 X

Fiske Road 0.29 28 X

Foster Street 0.28 24 X

Friend Court 2.22 36 X

Garage/Highway Department*
Grapevine Road*

0.35 ** X

3.37 51

Great Pond Road 0.38 24 X

Grover Street 0.04 18
HicKory Lane* 0.2 ** X

Hi 1 Itop Drive 0.70 25 X

Horseshoe Lane (unpaved) 0.35 18 X

Howard Street 0.15 20 X
Hull Street 0.38 25
Juniper Street 2.20 26 X

Kimoall Avenue 0.37 30 X
Knoll Road 0.02 18 X

Lake Avenue 0.21 28 X

Lake Street* (unpaved) 0.16 18 X

Larch Lane 0.18 25
Laurel Drive* 0.15 18 X
Leigh Road (unpaved) 0.02 14 X

* Roadway Included in consultant survey but not in MDPW Road Inventory File.

**Informat1on not included in either consultant survey or MDPW Road Inventory.
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Figure v-lS
Wenham: Field Sheet for Pavement Codition Survey

FIELD SHECT tOWM or City;

Strf ti Av«. Length Trtfrio Condition U»t
Width Milts Cltss. Rttlrm Malnt.

Pr»s*nt pavi Thiclmeo;

R«comm«nddd spaed Unit: S*ftty:

Grades Contours:

Failures :

Base & subgrade:

Ho. of eateh basins t New catch basins required:^

Bridges k culverts:

Water tables:

Rehabilitation ft: Resurfacing ft:

Life of paveoient, aesurfaclna: Rehabilitation:,

Wetlands, ft. Type of area:

Guard rails, ft: Present : Required:,

Traffic lines:

Berms :

iiidlng quality

Remarks:

Source: Nathan Wiseblood, P.E.^ Hopkinton, MA.
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Figure V-14
Wenham: Consultant Survey of Roads

Ltvtl of^ Pivtmtnt ^ R«comm«nd«d Action Rtcoowtndtd

Road Traffic Conditions Rehabilitation Resurfacing Year of Action

3
1..* 1 AM CI A 1L

If*Friffld Court A Malln'n u r
V
t J

Hill 10^ Br.
M
n b r

T
A

Lindffl St E'F

B-F 400 2000 1

H

n J

I 0-F X- 2

Aiiffikji fill. H E-F I

N'H 2130 1452 2

C-F 240 1133 2

(noil Kd. »-F X X5 2

Lfifk Rd. L F X 2

Loiffilloa Rd. L F I

Ha in Or. E-F I 2

oa St. L r I 2

School St. L C-f 700 230 2

Iryint L F I 3

Chtrry St. R-M B-F I

riirritM Ati. L 0-e I 3

Fr imd Court 1 R-M C-F X 3

Srtpfvinf Rd. N-H C-E X 3

UU St. N D-F 1

No. lA H B-» z J

Old Rubbly Rd. L E-F 3

PlHiaat R H B-F I 3

Pur it is Rd. L ^F I

Soutk St. L F 1 3

Topifiild Rd. 1 II C-F X I 3

Villins Fiirfidd Or. H B-E 1500 I 3

Voodtidt Uni L F I

lachtldir Park L l-F X

lurify St. 1 L C-» X (

Ctdar St. N C-E

ChMtnut St. L B-F I

(noA Rd. L C-f I

Firt Sta/P.O. lot H C-f X X ^

Fitki Rd. L K X

1 ) L-Low, H-Med1um, H-HIgh
2) A-Best, F-Wor$t
3) Suffix Indicates road segment used by Wlseblood. Limits of segment are noted on

survey forti.

4) Pavement condition varies within segment of road.
5) Where both actions are recommended, Wlseblood suggests that more detailed analysis

be performed by the Highway Superintendent.
6) Feet
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
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The following is an exerpt from Federal Highway Administration's

Road Surface Management for Local Governments: Course Workbook .

Economic Analysis

Economic analysis is a decision-making tool having two basic

applications. Economic analysis provides a method of evaluating alternatives

using a common unit of measurement. Economic analysis also allows independent

projects to be compared for the purposes of aiding in priority selection and

allocation of resources. Since public agencies do not have profitability as a

primary mission, economic analysis should be used only as a tool. It does not

by itself determine the final decision. There may be any number of other

factors to consider when evaluating alternatives that cannot be quantified In

terms of dollars.

Exhibit 10-1 Is a list of the types of factors that might be considered

in an economic analysis of roadway surface maintenance and rehabilitation

strategies.

Although economic analysis Is independent of how a highway project Is to

be financed, by whom, and when; It should be recognized that money has a time

value. If SI can be invested today at a 6 percent annual rate it will be

Exhibit 10-1

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FACTORS

Aqencv Costs User Costs

• Initial capital costs of • Travel time

construction
• Vehicle operation and maintenance

• Future capital costs of

construction or rehabilitation • Accident costs

• Future maintenance costs • Discomfort

• Residual or salvage value at • Time delay and vehicle cost during

the end of the analysis construction and maintenance

period (which may be a operations
•negative cost*).

• Engineering and administrative
costs

• Cost of Investments, or discount
rates

A-

3



worth J1.06 a year from now. In other words, the present worth of the ^1 .06

to be received next year is $1.00. The present worth of any amount of money

due in the future is calculated by a process known as discounting.

The discounting process is important in economic analysis because it

translates future values to present values. If the total cost of owning an

asset is its initial cost and all subsequent costs, the future costs must

first be discounted to present value before they are combined with initial

cost to obtain the total cost. It would be erroneous to Ignore the effect of

timing on future costs and merely add them to initial cost. All economic

analysis should be performed in terms of compatible dollars (dollars dated at

the same point in time or period of time).

First Cost Analysis - The most common type of economic analysis is the

least sophisticated. This is a first-cost analysis, which normally includes

only the Initial capital costs. First-cost analyses can be performed on a

regular basis when considering routine decisions. When performing first-cost

analysis, every effort should be made to include all costs. Administrative

costs: design fees; in-house equipment, labor and materials; and estimated

contract costs are all appropriate For a first-cost analysis.

First-cost analyses should not ignore performance and life expectancy.

Attempts should be made to insure that alternatives selected for analysis will

perform equally for the same time period. If equal performance is not

expected, then that fact should be made known to the decision maker as another

factor to consider in addition to the first-cost analysis. One approach might

be to list all the forseeable differences in life expectancy, maintenance

costs, and future rehabilitation needs, with a discussion on each item.

A first-cost analysis does not attempt to place a dollar estimate on the

effects current decisions will have on future expenditures. Highway agency

funding is usually Inadequate to meet all maintenance needs of the agency and

It makes lower first cost especially attractive. For these reasons, first

cost analysis can be very misleading. Choosing the lowest cost alternative

which increases annual maintenance costs may be a short term solution and may

Increase the financial burden in future years.

Life-Cvcle Cost Analysis - Life-cycle cost analysis considers the costs

to the agency throughout the life of the projects under consideration. These

costs include yearly maintenance costs, the data and amount of future

Investments, and comparison of alternatives with different economic lives.

Since the value of money changes with time, discount rates must be used In

life-cycle cost analysis in order to combine future costs with initial costs.

When dealing with discount rates it is important to remember that economic

analysis is independent of how a project is to be financed, by whom, and

when. The discount rate is simply a device used to allow present and future

costs to be compared.



Primary factors to be considered In a life-cycle cost analysis are:

• Present costs for replacement or rehabilitation

• Annual maintenance costs

• Future Increases to maintenance costs due to deterioration

• Future rehabilitation costs

• Analysis period

• Discount rate

The value of the discount rate used In the analysis can be a major factor

in the outcome. At first glance It may be disturbing to realize that the

value assumed for the discount rate can Influence the outcome of the analysis.

However, this fact really Increases the usefulness of life-cycle costing

because It forces an organization to place values on present and future

investments, and therefore, to make more rational decisions. If a high value

Is placed on the cost of money (discount rates). Investments will tend to be

deferred but an agency must then be prepared to malce the necessary future

Investments. Low values on the cost of money will tend to result In more

Immediate capital Investments.

There are two philosophies about selecting the discount rates to use.

with differences primarily in the handling of inflation. Some argue that the

effect of Inflation is extremely important and must be considered. Although

future inflation rates are very difficult to forecast, the potential must be

taken Into account. This can be done by assuming an inflation rate and

applying it to future costs, then discounting those costs with an interest

rate close to the current market rate. Another way to account for inflation

Is to substract the inflation rate out of the current Interest rate leaving a

discount rate somewhat lower than the current interest rate to use In the

computation. Then, future costs can be estimated using current dollars, and

discounted at the adjusted Interest rate, say four percent.

The counter philosophy is that public spending takes money out of private

hands, which values that money at the current rate, regardless of th^

Influence of inflation. If public agencies cannot use the money as

productively as private interests. It should not be spent. Since future costs

will be funded with future dollars and tax revenues have generally kept pace

with inflation, inflation can be ignored. Also, Inflation is fueled by large

public expenditures, which are frequently the result of comparing large public

present-day expenditures with planned future expenditures at below market

discount rates. This approach, then, would select a higher discount rate, say

2 to 4 percent below the current market rate. High discount rates tend to

favor future expenditures.

A-
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Both arguments have valid points and should be considered by decision

makers. For this reason an analysis should discount future expenditures at

both a high and a low rate. If any alternative should come out best (or

worst) In both cases then It Is clearly the best (or worst) economic choice.

On the other hand, if the standing of an alternative depends upon the discount

rate then the choice Is not clearly economic.

Exhibit 10-2 Illustrates the effects of various Interest rates on present

worth.
EXHIBIT 10-2

PRESENT WORTH OF FUTURE SUMS

0 lonsioMMn
Life-cycle costs can be evaluated In terras of either present worth or

annual costs. Either method Is equivalent In terms of comparing alternatives

and relative differences In alternatives. The decision to use present worth

or annual costs should be based upon ease of calculations and meaningful

presentation of results.

Benefit-Cost Analysis - The most complete analysis method is a

benefit-cost study which considers changes In user costs as the return, or

benefit on agency costs. Future user costs are discounted just as agency

costs are. A benefit-cost analysis expands the framework of decision-making

factors to include all costs to the public, rather than Just agency costs.

The philosophy behind this technique says that the role of public agencies Is

to serve the public. The cost to the public in terms of vehicle operating

costs, time, and accidents are just as real as taxation to fund public works.

Exhibit 10-3 dramatically illustrates the point that agency expenditures are a

very small portion of the total costs of public highways. Public agencies

should work to reduce these user cost "taxes" by selecting those projects that

yield the greatest public benefit.



Exhibit 10-3

COSTS TO THE PUBLIC RELATED TO HIGHWAYS

(1980 costs in billion dollars)

PUBLIC AGENCY COSTS
Construct ion
Ma intenance
Admin. Law Enforcement, and oi

TOTAL AGENCY COSTS

USER COSTS:
Vehicle Operations
Travel Time
Traffic Accidents

TOTAL USER COSTS

OVERALL TOTAL

Note: User costs are based upon 1,521
1980. an average vehicle cost of JO. 35
and a time cost of $3.00 per hour. Ac(
National Safety Council.

Costs Percent

11 2
(r expenses 10

i

J 41 1%

S532 7«
114 16
34 5

$680 9SX

J721 lOOX

billion vehicle miles traveled during
per mile, an average speed of 40 MPH
ident costs are as reported by the

Benefit-cost can be calculated in two ways. One way to obtain the
benefit-cost ratio Is simply to divide the sum of the life-cycle benefits by
the life-cycle costs. If the ratio is greater than -one" the public will
realize greater benefits than the cost of the project. A ratio smaller than
one- indicates a project that will not -pay for itself in public benefits.

Another approach to benefit-cost analysis is to add or subtract all user
costs to the agency costs of each alternative to arrive at a total cost. This
total cost analysis is helpful when the magnitude of the differences In user
costs and agency costs is needed. It can also ease the calculations because
usually only the di fferences in alternatives are needed.

Summary - There are three primary methods of economic analyses that can
be helpful In selecting or prioritizing pavement projects. Each of these
methods differs in terms of information considered. The life-cycle cost
analysis builds upon first-cost analysis and benefit-cost builds upon
life-cycle analysis. This concept is shown In Exhibit 10-4.

Economic analysis is a helpful dec Is Ion -making tool, but is only a tool
Its usefulness is In the consideration of a number of factors In terms of a
common unit of measurement -dollars. There are limitations to economic
analysis because It Involves many assumptions about the future, not to mention
estimates of immediate expenditures. Not all factors in a decision can be
reduced to dollars. Perhaps the greatest limitation is the lack of
understanding about economic analysis on the part of decision-makers
polititians. and the public. Despite these limitations, however, well-done
economic analyses will help ensure that the most cost-effective projects are
chosen

A-
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Exhibit 10-4

COMPARISON OF ECONOMIC ANALYSES

Consideration Method

Initial Costs First-Cost Analysis

Future Costs,
Discount Rates and Life-Cycle Cost Analysis
Analysis Period

User Costs Benefit-Cost Analysis
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLE UNIT COSTS FOR MAINTENANCE
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A comparison of unit cost estimates provided in several studies has

indicated that there is a great deal of variation. (See Table B-1.) The

differences are due to several factors. First, the maintenance treatments

are not identified in most cases. Second, costs are estimated at

different points in time and may reflect inflation. Third, the costs may

include labor or equipment in some cases and only materials in others.

And last, there may be some difference between the price available to the

large buyer and that offered to the small town or between the project at

some distance from the plant and the project which has a short haul. All

of these factors enter into the picture and seem to indicate that each

community should estimate appropriate costs for their own use.

Regarding the table on the next page, please note the following:

0 APWA refers to the Street and Maintenance Manual by the American

PuDlic Works Association (1985).

0 FHWA refers to Road Surface Management for Local Governments: A

Course Workbook by the Federal Highway Administration (1985).

0 West Hartford refers to: "The Decision-Making Process Related to

Pavement Rehabilitation", Feb. 24, 1984, David Kraus, Chief

Engineer, Town of West Hartford.

0 Holliston refers to Pavement Evaluation Report for the Town of

Holliston, Massachusetts by Ken Garrity, Superintendent (1983).

0 Wenham refers to the Preliminary Engineering Study of Bituminous

Pavements in Wenham, Massachusetts by Nathan Wiseblood, Private

Consultant (1985)
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Table B-1

Comparison of Um't Costs for Maintenance

Source Procedure Cost Estimate ($OQOs/mne )

APWA

FHWA

West Hartford

Routine Maintenance

Repair & Seal

Routine

Preventive

Crack Fill

Slurry Seal

0- 12.7

12.7- 25.3

1.4

7.0

9.4

11.3

APWA

FHWA

Hoi 1 is ton

Wenham

West Hartford

Overlay & Recycle

Rehabi 1 itation

Overlay

Resurfacing

Resurface

Grind/resurface

38.0- 76.0

35.2

100.0

51.5-108.7

42.2

84.5

APWA Reconstruction 126.7-316.8

FHWA Reconstruction 56.3

Holliston Reconstruction 250.0

Major reconstruction 300.0

Wenham Reconstruction 97.9-129.2

New/reconstructed street 887.0
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A weaUh of information is readily available to supplement this manual.
Expertise in specific areas of pavement management such as distress types,
budgeting and pavement engineering can be readily obtained through the

fol lowing agencies

:

0 Army Corps of Engineers
0 Asphalt Institute
0 American Public Works Association
0 U.S. Department of Transportation
0 American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
0 Federal Highway Administration (mentioned earlier)

A brief list of key references follows. Note that cost is subject to

change over time. Prices as of January 1986 are listed.

COMPREHENSIVE REFERENCE

1) Road Surface Management for Local Governments: Course Workbook ,

United States Department of Transportation and Federal Highway
Administration, May, 1985.

This manual is comprehensive in that it describes the programming
process, from street inventory to programs and budgets in great
detail, including options for alternative methods. In addition,
extensive background for pavement engineering and construction is

provided. This document would appear to present the state-of-the-
art in pavement management, except that the methods described here are

not computerized.

This manual is part of a workshop given by Byrd, Tallamy,
MacDonald and Lewis. Tentative plans are for a workshop in New
Hampshire and Vermont to be held in June 1986. Requests can be made
to:

Mr. Lewis B. Stevens
Byrd, Tallamy, MacDonald

& Lewis
2921 Telestar Court
Falls Church, Virginia 22042

Prepared for:

Office of Highway Planning
Federal Highway Administration
Washington, D.C. 20590

Cost : Included in workshop fee, which is approximately $50.

SURVEYING OF PAVEMENT DISTRESS

1 ) Pavement (Maintenance) Management for Roads and Parking Lots ,

Army Corps of Engineers, No. M-294, October, 1981.
A training manual which lists the types of pavement distress with
definitions, descriptions of severity levels and photographs.
Request : Ms. Katie Cation

USA-CERL
PO Box 4005
Champaign, II 61820

Attn: Publications Office
Cost : No charge
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2) A Pavement Rating System for Low-Volume Asphalt Roads , The Asphalt
Institute, Information Series 169 and 178), November, 1977.

A sample rating form by the Asphalt Institute together with a

discussion of inspections, rating roads, interpreting condition
ratings and causes of pavement defects. Photographs with distress
definitions and causes are included.
Request : Mr. Robert H. Joubert, PE

The Asphalt Institute
101 Amesbury Street
Lawrence, MA 01841

Cost : $2.00

BUDGETING FOR PAVEMENT MAINTENANCE :

1) "Paying for Transportation at the Local Level: 17 Strategies",
American Public Vior'<s Association.
Current tax funding levels, streets and highway funding, seventeen
revenue raising options and strategies for raising local funds are
discussea in this primer.
Request : American Public Works Association

1313 East 60th Street
Chicago, II 60637

Cost: $1.00

2) "Price Trends for Federal -Aid Highway Construction", Department of
Transportation (quarterly).
Comment: Cost Index can be used for forecasting future costs.
Request : U.S. Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration
Office of Engineering
Federal -Aid-Division
Phone : (202) 426-0449 for public information.

IMPLEMENTATION :

1) Street and Highway Maintenance Manual , American Public Works
Association, 1985.

Operating policies and procedures are among several topics covered
in this manual

.

A complete handbook of maintenance techniques, devices and

operations is offered in this manual. In addition to a thorough
discussion of pavement management, the report covers
administration, policies, management systems, and maintenance for

every type of street surface, drainage, bridges, traffic control
and safety devices, landscaping and snow and ice controd.

Requests can be made to:

American Public Works Association
1313 East 60th Street
Chicago, II 60637

Cost: $50
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AASHTO Maintenance Manual 1976 , American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials.
Topics discussed include: management and administration, roadway
surfaces, shoulders and approach, drainage, roadsides, highway
appurtenances, snow and ice control, accident prevention and safety,
and maintenance equipment.
Request : American Association of State Highway and Transportation

Officials
341 National Press Building
Washington, DC 20045

Cost : Also in the collection of the Massachusetts State
Transportation Library at 973-8000. ($9.50)
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ECONOMIC BIBLIOGRAPHY

1) VJinfrey, Robley, Economic Analysis for Highways , International
Textbook Company, 1969.

Concepts and Principles of Engineering Economy, Highways and

Engineering Economy, Methods of Economic Analysis, the Management
Decision, Highway Finance and Taxation and Construction Programming
and Scheduling are among several topics covered in this economic
textbook.

2) "Price Trends for Federal-Aid Highway Construction", United States
Department of Transportation and Federal Highway Administration, Third
Quarter, 1985.

Price trends for Federal-Aid Highway Construction are Illustrated in a

plot of price index vs. years (1960-present)

.

3) Road Surface Management for Local Governments : Course Workbook, United
States Department of Transportation and Federal Highway
Administration, May, 1985.

Funding trade-offs, establishing priorities, economic analysis,
life-cycle cost analysis, benefit-cost analysis, the pave-not pave
decision and examples are topics covered in this manual.

4) Street and Highway Maintenance Manual , American Public Works
Association, 1985.
Operating policies and procedures are among several topics covered in

this manual

.

5) "Paying for Transportation at the Local level: 17 Strategies",
American Public Works Association.
Current taxing funding levels, street and highway funding, seventeen
revenue raising options and strategies for raising local funds are
discussed in this short brochure.

6) "Pavement Recycling: Surrmary of Two Conferences", US Department of

Transportation, No. Federal Highway Administration - Technical Service
- 82-224, April, 1982.

Comment: Good Evaluation of costs Involved.
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MANAGEMENT

1) Pavement and Shoulder Maintenance Performance Guides , Federal Highway

Administration Technical Service-84-208, August 1984.

Type of defects and warrants for sealing, materials to be used,
expected performance, procedures to be used, optimum crew size,
productivity data, appropriate safety precautions and some cent

figures are included in this manual.

2) The Manager's Guide for Developing a Planning Program , United States
Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, 1980.

Determining the Planning Scope, Determining Planning Activities and

Organizing and Administering Transportation Planning are discussed in

this brief manual

.

3) Manual for the Selection of Optimal Maintenance Lev e ls of Service ,

Transportation Review Board No. 273.

Maintenance levels of service have an influence on the magnitude of

the maintenance effort (i.e., pavement patching, mowing, paint

stripping) and, therefore, on work scheduling requirements, work
priorities, and resource allocations.

4) Maintenance Management Systems , Transportation Review Board No. 110.

Planning and Budgeting are among several topics mentioned.

PAVEMENT DESIGN

1 ) A Simplified Method for the Design of Asphalt Overlays for Light to

Medium Traffic Pavements , The Asphalt Institute, No. 139 (Information
Series-139), May, 1983.

Evaluation of Existing Pavement, the Design Procedure, and Preparation
of Existing Pavement are mentioned in this short brochure.

2) Roadway Delineation Practices Handbook , Federal Highway Administration
- Implementation Program - 81-5, September, 1981.

Roadway geometry, climatic characteristics, traffic characteristics,
and effect of adverse visibility are among several topics discussed in

this manual

.

3) Field Manual on Design and Construction of Seal Coats , Texas State
Department of Highways and Public Transportation, July, 1981.

Type of aggregate, type of asphalt, laboratory tests, equipment,
construction operations and inspection and quality control are
concepts discussed in this manual.

4) Compaction of Asphalt Mixtures and the Use of Vibratory Rollers , Texas
Department of Highways and Public Transportation, March, 1984.

Factors affecting the compatibility of asphalt mixtures, operational
characteristics of vibrating rollers and selection of frequency,
impact spacing and roller speed are among topics mentioned in this
manual

.
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CATALOGS OF PAVEMENT DISTRESS

1) Ching GJ, Phang, WA, Wrong GA, Manual for Condition Rating of Flexible
Pavements: Distress Manifestations , Series Program 0004, Ontario
Ministry of Transportation and Communications, Research and

Development Branch, April, 1982.

2) Field Maintenance Manual for Georgia Counties Local Roads and Streets ,

Georgia Office of Highway Safety and Georgia Department of

Transportation, Report No. Federal Highway Administration - Technical
Services-79-218, August, 1979.

3) A Pavement Rating System for Low-Volume Asphalt Roads , The Asphalt
Institute, No. 169 (Information Series-169 and 178), November, 1977.

4) Street and Maintenance Manual , American Public Works Association,
1985. Price: $50.00

5) Road Surface Management for Local Governments: Course Workbook
,

United States Department of Transportation, Federal Highway
Administration, May, 1985. Price: $50.00

6) Shahin MY, Pavement Maintenance for Streets and Parking Lots , US Army
Corps. ,

Champaign, II

Comment: Exhaustive list of "distress types".

7) Alternatives in Pavement Maintenance Rehabilitation, and
Reconstruction , Asphalt Institute, No. 178 (Information Series-178)

,

May, 1981.

Comment: Types of Failure.

8) Pavement Maintenance Management for Roads and Parking Lot s, Army Corps
of Engineers, Manual No. 294, October, 198U
Comment: Exhaustive list of "distress types".
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ROAD CONDITION EVALUATION

1) "Safety and Traffic Engineering Applications for Microcomputers User

Support Center", Transportation Systems Center, Cambridge.
Comment: Computer program and users guide.

2) A Pavement Rating System for Low-Volume Asphalt Roads , The Asphalt
Institute, No. 169 (Information Ser i es"-169

) ,
November, 1977 .

Comment: Simple approach, however, subjective.

3) Hargen, David T. , The Pavement Condition of NY Highways: 1983 , NY

Department of Transportation, December 10, 1983.

Comment: Visual scoring procedures.

4) Pavement Evaluation and Overlay Design: A Symposium and Relate d

Papers , Transportation Research Board No. 700.

Comment : Pavement Evaluation using methods such as Dynamic Defections.

5) Roadway Planning and Priority Programming for Nantucket, MA ,

Vanasse/Hangen Engineering, Inc., March 30, 1983.

Comment: Roadway planning and priority effort for 88 miles in

Nantucket

.

6) Shu. .n, John T. and Hartgen, David T. , Windshield Surveyors of Highway
Condition: A Viable Impact to Pavement Management , NY Department of

Transportation, August, 1982 (Revised).
Comment: In-motion windshield survey (visual).

7) Hartgen, David T.
,
Highway Condition Rating in NY State , NY Department

of Transportation, March, 1984 (Revised).
Comment: Condition rating system.

8) Hartgen, David T. & Neveu, Alfred J., Perception of the

Infrastructure: The Application of Behavioral Concepts Evaluation of

Highway Condition , NY Department of Transportation, July, 1983.
Comment: Evaluation of highway condition.

9) Hartgen, David T. et al , Visual Scales of Pavement Condition:
Development Validation, and Use , NY Department of Transportation,
March, 1982.

Comment: Visual scales for assessing the condition of highways.

10) Hartgen, David T. , Long-Term Projection of Highway System Condit i on,

NY Department of Transportation , August, 1982 (Revised).
Comment: There is a lack of published material on predicting
long-term deterioration.

11) Pavement Management Plan for Burlington, MA , Vanasse/Hangen & TAMS,
May, 19~85.

Comment: Provides a "program" for Burlington.
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MAINTENANCE

1) Maintenance Management Systems , Transportation Research Board No. 110.

Comment: Physical inventories and budget considerations.

2) Pavement and Shoulder Maintenance Performance Guides . US Department of
Transportation No. Federal Highway Administration - Technical
Services-84-208, August, 1984.

Comment: Performance Guide based on a one year evaluation.

3) Pavement (Maintenance) Management Systems , American Public Works
Association

.

Comment: Good overview.

4 ) Manual for the Selection of Optimal Maintenance Levels of Service
,

Transportation Research Board No. 273.

Comment: Twelve Step process which illustrates maintenance levels.

5) Pavement Ma nagement Activitie s, Transportation Research Board No. 997.

Comment: Decision models, serviceability and distress methodologies.

6 ) Localized Pavement Repairs and Pavement Maintenance Management ,

Transportation Research Board No. 985.

Comment: Equipment used and routine maintenance.

7) Productivity Management for Maintenance , US Department of

Transportation - Technology Sharing Division, Reprinted March, 1980.
Comment: Productivity in management.
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TIME/COST TRADE OFFS

1) Calculating Pavement Costs , The Asphalt Institute, No. Information
Series-174, Jan., 1980.

Comment: Guidelines are excellent.

2) Winfrey, Robley, Economic Analysis for Highways , International
Textbook Co., 1969.

Comment: Good reference.

3) "Price Trends for Federal-Aid Highway Construction", Department of
Transportation - First Quarter, 1985.

Comment: Cost Index can be used for forecasting future costs.

4) "Bid Opening Report: Federal-Aid Highway Construction Contracts",
Department of Transportation, 1983.

Comment: Many cost tables.

5) Hartgen, David T., Analysis and Prediction of Highway Condition, NY

Department of Transportation, September, 1981.

Comment: Highway condition, the need to project condition and
cost-benefit analysis.

6) Consequences of Deferred Maintenance , Transportation Research Board

No. 58.

Comment: Priorities presented in economic, energy, esthetic and safety
impacts

.

7) Formulating and Justifying Highway Maintenance Budgets , Transportation
Research Board No. 80.

Comment: Massachusetts uses a line-item approach. Future needs are
given

.

8) Financing State and Local Transportation , Transportation Research
Board No. 1009.

Comment: Little information on pavement management.

9) Inflation - Responsive Financing for Streets and Highways , US

Department of Transportation, June, 1982.
Comment: Demonstrates the need for maintenance.
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GENERAL GUIDANCE

1) AASHTQ Maintenance Manual 1976 , American Association of State Highway

and Transportation Officials.
Comment: Good manual of general guidance.

2) Aspha lt i n Pavement Ma in tenance , No. 16 (Manual Series-16), March
1983, The" Asphalt Institute.
Comment: Good manual for general guidance.

3) Asphalt Overlays for Highway and Street Rehabilitation , No. 17 (Manual

Series-17), June, 1983, The~Asphalt Institu'te.

Comment: Good manual for general guidance.

4) Asphalt Pavement Th ic kness Design , No. 181 (Information Series-181),
November, 1981, The Asphalt Institute.
Comment: Traffic classifications are given.

5) The Design of Asphalt Overlays , No. 139 (Information Series-139), May,

1983, The Asphalt Institute.
Comment: Good design considerations.

6) The Road Ahead , No. 179 (Information Series-179), The Asphalt
Institute, October, 1984.

Comment: Good "public information" guide.

7) Asphalt Paving Manua l , No. 8 (Manual Series-8), The Asphalt Institute,
April, 1978.

Comment: Good general reference.

8) Aurphey, Frenek & Wilsen, "Rating Pavements by Computer", Civi

1

Engineering , pages 72-73.

Comment: Future trends. Possibly use on state or federal highways.

9) Molef, A.H. & Turkstra, Infrastructure: Maintenance and Repair of

Public Works , Vol. 431, New York Academy of Sciences, 1984.

10) Witowski
,
J.M., "Methods Used to Evaluate Highway Improvements",

Journal of Transportation Engineering , Vol. 109, No. 6, November,
T583..

11) Methods for Evaluating Highway Safety Improvements ,
Transportation

Research Board No. 162.

12) Turo & Magni, Mays' Meter Determination of Serviceability Rating
,

Massachusetts Department of Public Works, Massachusetts, September,
1982.

13) Surface Characteristics of Pavements: Several Variations in Skid

Resistance , Vol. 1, September, 1982.

14) Town of Cherry Hill: Comprehensive Road Management Report, 1984.

15) Field Manual on Design and Construction of Sea l C oats , U.S. Department
of Transportation, July, 1981.

16) Compaction of Asphalt Mixtures and the Use of Vibratory Rollers , U.S.
Department of Transportation, March, 1984.
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